Abstract-The random variable simulation problem consists in using a k-dimensional i.i.d. random vector X k with distribution P k X to simulate an n-dimensional i.i.d. random vector Y n so that its distribution is approximately Q n Y . In contrast to previous works, in this paper, we consider the standard Rényi divergence and two variants of all orders to measure the level of approximation. These two variants are the maxRényi divergence D max α (P, Q) and the sum-Rényi divergence D + α (P, Q). When α = ∞, these two measures are strong because for any ≥ 0, D max ∞ (P, Q) ≤ or D + ∞ (P, Q) ≤ implies e − ≤ (P(x)/Q(x)) ≤ e for all x. Under these Rényi divergence measures, we characterize the asymptotics of normalized divergences as well as the Rényi conversion rates. The latter is defined as the supremum of n/k such that the Rényi divergences vanish asymptotically. Our results show that, when the Rényi parameter is in the interval (0, 1), the Rényi conversion rates equal the ratio of the Shannon entropies H (P X )/H Q Y , which is consistent with traditional results in which the total variation measure was adopted. When the Rényi parameter is in the interval (1, ∞), the Rényi conversion rates are, in general, smaller than H (P X )/H Q Y . When specialized to the case in which either P X or Q Y is uniform, the simulation problem reduces to the source resolvability and intrinsic randomness problems. The preceding results are used to characterize the asymptotics of Rényi divergences and the Rényi conversion rates for these two cases.
1
2 ) were respectively used to measure the level of approximation. In these works, the asymptotic conversion rate was studied. This rate is defined as the supremum of n k such that the employed measure vanishes asymptotically as the dimensions n and k tend to infinity. For both the TV distance and the Bhattacharyya coefficient, the asymptotic (first-order) conversion rates are the same, and both equal to the ratio of the Shannon entropies
H (Q Y ) . Furthermore, Kumagai and Hayashi [2] investigated the asymptotic second-order conversion rate. Note that by [19, Lemma 3.1] , the Bhattacharyya coefficient (the Rényi divergence of order 1 2 ) is equivalent to the TV distance, i.e., the Bhattacharyya coefficient tends to 1 (or the Rényi divergence of order 1 2 tends to 0), if and only if the TV distance tends to 0. In this paper, we strengthen the TV distance and the Bhattacharyya coefficient by considering Rényi divergences of orders in [0, ∞].
As two important special cases of the distribution approximation problem, the source resolvability and intrinsic randomness problems have been extensively studied in the literature, e.g., [1] and [4] - [9] . 1) Resolvability: When P X is set to the Bernoulli distribution Bern( 1 2 ), the distribution approximation problem reduces to the source resolvability problem, i.e., determining how much information is needed to simulate a random process so that it approximates a target output distribution. If the simulation is realized through a given channel, and we require that the channel output approximates a target output distribution, then we obtain the channel resolvability problem. These resolvability problems were first studied by Han and Verdú [4] . In [4] , the total variation (TV) distance and the normalized relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler divergence) were used to measure the level of approximation. The resolvability problems with the unnormalized relative entropy were studied by Hayashi [5] , [6] . Recently, Liu et al. [7] and Yu and Tan [8] extended the theory of resolvability by respectively using the so-called E γ metric with γ ≥ 1 and various Rényi divergences of orders in [0, 2] ∪ {∞} to measure the level of approximation. In this paper, we extend the results in [8] to the Rényi divergences of orders in [0, ∞]. 2) Intrinsic randomness: When Q Y is set to the Bernoulli distribution Bern( source [9] . Given an arbitrary general source X = {X n } ∞ n=1 , we approximate, by using X, a uniform random number with as large a rate as possible. Vembu and Verdú [9] and Han [1] determined the supremum of achievable uniform random number generation rates by invoking the information spectrum method. In this paper, we extend the results in [9] to the family of Rényi divergence measures.
A. Main Contributions
Our main contributions are as follows: 1) For the distribution approximation problem, we use the standard Rényi divergences D α (P Y n Q n Y ) and D α (Q n Y P Y n ), as well as two variants, namely the max-Rényi divergence D max α (P, Q) and the sum-Rényi divergence D + α (P, Q), to measure the distance between the simulated and target output distributions. For these measures, we consider all orders in α ∈ [0, ∞]. We characterize the asymptotics of these Rényi divergences, as well as the Rényi conversion rates, which are defined as the supremum of 
H (Q Y
. This is consistent with the existing results in [2] in which the Rényi parameter is 
. It is worth noting that the obtained expressions for the asymptotics of Rényi divergences and the Rényi conversion rates involve Rényi entropies of all real orders, even including negative orders. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that an explicit operational interpretation of the Rényi entropies of negative orders is provided. 2) When specialized to the cases in which either P X or Q Y is uniform, the preceding results are used to derive results for the source resolvability and intrinsic randomness problems. These results extend the existing results in [1] , [4] , [8] , and [9] , where the TV distance, the relative entropy, and the Rényi divergences of orders in [0, 2] were used to measure the level of approximation.
B. Paper Outline
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Subsections I-C and I-D, we introduce several Rényi information quantities and use them to formulate the random variable simulation problem. In Section II, we present our main results on characterizing asymptotics of Rényi divergences and Rényi conversion rates. As consequences, in Sections III and IV, we apply our main results to the problems of Rényi source resolvability and Rényi intrinsic randomness. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V. For seamless presentation of results, the proofs of all theorems and the notations involved in these proofs are deferred to the appendices.
C. Notations and Information Distance Measures
The set of probability measures on X is denoted as P (X ), and the set of conditional probability measures on Y given a variable in X is denoted as P (Y|X ) := P Y |X : P Y |X (·|x) ∈ P (Y), x ∈ X . For a distribution P X ∈ P (X ), the support of P X is defined as supp (P X ) := {x ∈ X : P X (x) > 0}.
We use T x n (x) := 1 n n i=1 1 {x i = x} to denote the type (empirical distribution) of a sequence x n , T X and V Y |X to respectively denote a type of sequences in X n and a conditional type of sequences in Y n (given a sequence x n ∈ X n ). For a type T X , the type class (set of sequences having the same type T X ) is denoted by T T X . For a conditional type V Y |X and a sequence x n , the V-shell of x n (the set of y n sequences having the same conditional type V Y |X given x n ) is denoted by T V Y |X (x n ). The set of types of sequences in X n is denoted as
The set of conditional types of sequences in Y n given a sequence in X n with the type T X is denoted as
For brevity, sometimes we use T (
x, y) to denote the joint distributions T (x) V (y|x) or T (y) V (x|y).
The -typical set of Q X is denoted as
The conditionally -typical set of Q XY is denoted as
For brevity, sometimes we write T n (Q X ) and T n (Q XY |x n ) as T n and T n (x n ) respectively. For a distribution P X ∈ P(X ), the Rényi entropy of order 1 α ∈ (−∞, 1) ∪ (1, +∞), is defined as 1 In the literature, the Rényi entropy was defined usually only for orders α ∈ [0, +∞] [10] , except for a recent work [11] , but here we define it for orders α ∈ [−∞, +∞]. This is due to the fact that our results involve Rényi entropies of all real orders, even including negative orders. Indeed, in the axiomatic definitions of Rényi entropy and Rényi divergence, Rényi restricted the parameter α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, +∞) [10] . However, it is easy to verify that in [10] , the postulates 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5' in the definition of Rényi entropy with g α (x) = e (α−1)x and the postulates 6, 7, 8, 9 , and 10 in the definition of Rényi divergence with the same function g α (x) are also satisfied when α ∈ (−∞, 0). It is worth noting that the Rényi entropy for α ∈ (−∞, 0) is always non-negative, but the Rényi divergence for α ∈ (−∞, 0) is always non-positive. The Rényi divergence of negative orders was studied in [3] . . Furthermore, it is also worth noting that the Rényi entropy is non-increasing and the Rényi divergence is non-decreasing in α for α ∈ [−∞, ∞] [3], [11] . and the Rényi entropy of order α = 1, −∞, +∞ is defined as the limit by taking α → 1, −∞, +∞, respectively. It is known that H −∞ (P X ) = − log inf
H 1 (P X ) = H (P X ) (7) := − x∈supp( P X ) P X (x) log P X (x); (8) H +∞ (P X ) = − log sup
Hence the usual Shannon entropy H (P X ) is a special (limiting) case of the Rényi entropy. Some properties of Rényi entropies of all real orders (including negative orders) can be found in a recent work [11] , e.g., H α (P X ) is monotonically decreasing in α throughout the real line, and α−1 α H α (P X ) is monotonically increasing in α on (0, +∞) and (−∞, 0).
For a distribution P X ∈ P(X ), the mode entropy 2 is defined as
The mode entropy is also known as the cross (Shannon) entropy between Unif (supp (P X )) and P X . For a distribution P X ∈ P(X ) and α ∈ [−∞, ∞], the α-tilted distribution is defined as
and the α-tilted cross entropy is defined as 
P (α)
X (x) log P X (x).
Obviously, H u 0 (P X ) = H u (P X ), and H u α (P X ) = H α (P X ) for α ∈ {−∞, 1, ∞}.
Fix distributions P X , Q X ∈ P(X ). Then the Rényi divergence of order (0, 1) ∪ (1, +∞) is defined as
and the Rényi divergence of order α = 0, 1, +∞ is defined as the limit by taking α → 0, 1, +∞, respectively. It is known that
2 Here the concept of "mode entropy" is consistent with the concept of "mode" in statistics. This is because, in statistics, the mode of a set of data values is the value that appears most often. On the other hand, for a product set supp (P X ) n , the type class T T X with type T X ≈ Unif (supp (P X )) has more elements than any other type class, and under the product distribution P n X , the probability values of sequences in the type class T T X is e −n H u (P X ) . Hence, under the product distribution P n X , the probability value e −n H u (P X ) is the mode of the data values
Hence the usual relative entropy is a special case of the Rényi divergence.
We define the max-Rényi divergence as
and the sum-Rényi divergence as
The sum-Rényi divergence reduces to Jeffrey's divergence D(PQ) + D(QP) [12] when the parameter α is set to 1.
Hence in this paper, we only consider the max-Rényi divergence. For α = ∞,
This expression is similar to the definition of TV distance, hence we term D max ∞ as the logarithmic variation distance. 3 
Lemma 1:
The following properties hold.
The proof of this lemma is omitted.
D. Problem Formulation and Result Summary
We consider the distribution approximation problem, which can be described as follows. We are given a target "output" distribution Q Y that we would like to simulate. At the same time, we are given a k-length sequence of a memoryless source X k ∼ P k X . We would like to design a function f : X k → Y n such that the distance, according to some divergence measure, of the simulated distribution P Y n with Y n := f (X k ) and n independent copies of the target distribution Q n Y is minimized. Here we let n = k R, where R is a fixed positive number known as the rate. We assume the alphabets X and Y are finite. We also assume P X (x) > 0, ∀x ∈ X and Q Y (y) > 0, ∀y ∈ Y, i.e., X and Y are the supports of P X and Q Y , respectively. There are now two fundamental questions associated to this simulation task: (i) As k → ∞, what is the asymptotic level of approximation as a function of (R, P X , Q Y )? (ii) As k → ∞, what is the maximum rate R such that the discrepancy between the distribution P Y n and Q n Y tends to zero? In contrast to previous works on this problem [1] , [2] , here we employ Rényi divergences
of all orders α ∈ [0, ∞] to measure the discrepancy between P Y n and Q n Y . Furthermore, our results are summarized in Table I . 3 In [13] , D max ∞ (P, Q) ≤ is termed the (, 0)-closeness. 
E. Mappings
The following two fundamental mappings, illustrated in Fig. 1 , will be used in our constructions of the functions f : X k → Y n described in Subsection I-D.
Consider two (possibly unnormalized) nonnegative measures P X and Q Y . Sort the elements in X as
Consider two mappings from X to Y as follows:
• Mapping 1 (Inverse-Transform): If P X and/or Q Y are unnormalized, then normalize them
The resulting distribution is denoted as P Y . This mapping is illustrated in Fig. 1a . For such a mapping, the following properties hold: • Mapping 2:
The resulting distribution is denoted as P Y . This mapping is illustrated in Fig. 1b . For such a mapping, we have
for m = L, and
II. RÉNYI DISTRIBUTION APPROXIMATION

A. Asymptotics of Rényi Divergences
We first characterize the asymptotics of Rényi divergences
, as shown by the following theorems.
Theorem 1 (Asymptotics of
Theorem 3 (Asymptotics of (27) (given on page 3354), where
Remark 1:
In this paper, we set n = k R, i.e., the fastest case. For this case,
where {P i } and {Q i } respectively denote the resulting sequences after sorting the elements of P k X and Q n Y in descending order.
The proofs of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are provided in Appendices B, C, and D, respectively. For the achievability parts, we partition the sequences in X k and Y n into type classes, and design codes on the level of type classes. More specifically, for Theorem 1, we first design a function g :
that maps k-types on X to n-types on Y; and then a code f induced by g is obtained by mapping the sequences in T T X to the sequences in T g(T X ) as uniformly as possible for all T X ∈ P (k) (X ), i.e., f maps approximately
Here the optimal selection of the function g depends on s and requires careful analysis (the detail can be found in the proof). The intuition of designing such a code is given in the following. On one hand, observe that
where (31) follows since the number of n-types (or k-types) is only polynomial in n (or k). This means that for any code f , the asymptotics of 
. Therefore, we only need to consider the codes consisting of a function g that maps ktypes on X to n-types on Y, and mappings that map sequences in T T X to sequences in T g(T X ) as uniformly as possible.
The achievability proof for Theorem 2 follows similar ideas. However, in contrast, to ensure that 
and moreover, similar to (31), the summation term is dominated by some type T X such that (1) . Hence without loss of any optimality, it suffices to consider the following mapping. For each T X and δ > 0, partition The code used to prove the achievability part of Theorem 3 is a combination of the two codes above.
B. Rényi Conversion Rates
As shown in the theorems above, when the code rate is large, the normalized Rényi divergences
converge to a positive number; however when the code rate is small enough, the normalized Rényi divergences converge to zero. This threshold rate, termed the Rényi conversion rate, is important, since it represents the maximum possible rate under the condition that the distribution induced by the code approximates the target distribution arbitrarily well as n → ∞. We characterize the Rényi conversion rates for normalized and unnormalized
For α ∈ [1, ∞], we have
Remark 2: The analogous result under the TV distance measure was first shown by Han [1] . Theorem 4 is an extension of [1] to the Rényi divergence of all orders α ∈ [0, ∞]. Besides, the first-order and second-order rates, as well as the conversion rates of the quantum version, for the unnor-
were given by Kumagai and Hayashi [2] ; and the corresponding moderate deviation of the quantum Rényi conversion rates with the same order was studied by Chubb, Tomamichel, and Korzekwa1 [14] . The result for the unnormalized Rényi divergence with α ∈ (0, [15] , and the special case with α = ∞ is known as the -differential privacy [16] . Here, X represents public data and Y represents private data. In the theorem above, this measure is applied to the random variable simulation problem, and we provide a "necessary and sufficient condition" for lim n→∞ 
Remark 5: Note that for α ∈ (1, ∞], (38) involves an infimum taken over ( α α−1 , ∞), and hence it is in general smaller than the minimum of (32) and (36).
Remark 6: 
That is to say, as the dimension tends to infinity, it is always possible to achieve
However, in our recent work [17, Proposition III.4], we showed that for some special pairs of distributions, it is impossible to achieve [13] . In Theorem 6, we provide a "necessary and sufficient condition" for
is a very strong measure, hence it can be taken as a secrecy measure for a secrecy system when secrecy stronger than the usual notion of strong secrecy is required. Our result can be applied to this case. Furthermore, D max ∞ (P, Q) is also related to -information privacy, which is defined as D max ∞ (P XY , P X P Y ) ≤ where X and Y represent public and private datum respectively [18] .
The proofs of Theorems 4, 5, and 6 are provided in Appendices E, F, and G, respectively. The Rényi conversion rates for normalized
respectively follow from Theorems 1, 2, and 3. Obviously, the unnormalized Rényi conversion rates are lower bounded by the normalized ones. We believe such lower bounds are tight. However, we do not know how to construct an efficient coding scheme for the case α ∈ (1, ∞). Hence for the measure D α (P Y n Q n Y ), we consider a relatively simple scheme -the inversetransform scheme, which is described in Subsection I-E and illustrated in Fig. 1a . Another reason for using the inversetransform scheme is that such a scheme is optimal (which results in zero divergences) when the source distribution P X is continuous [19, Proposition 1] . Hence we believe it should work also well for discrete source distributions. The specific code used to prove the achievability part for this case is illustrated in Fig. 6 . For δ > 0, define
. This is because, on one hand, for any function f :
and on the other hand, observe that Q n Y (B 1 ) → 1 as n → ∞. That is to say, if a function f is a "good" simulator for
, then it must be also "good" for Q n Y in the same sense. The reason why we consider simulating Q Y n rather than simulating Q n Y directly, is that by doing this, the influence of the behavior of
is removed, since for such a simulation, all sequences x n are mapped to the sequences y n in B 1 . Hence in general, a code f :
By using the inverse-transform scheme, we derive an upper bound for α ∈ [1, ∞], which is tight for α = 1 or ∞. This is because that to ensure
for all y n ∈ Y n when α = ∞, and
for all y n in a high probability set of Q n Y when α = 1. Similar ideas also apply to the cases with mea-
appears in (36) and (38) for α = 1.
For α = ∞ and for the measure D α (Q n Y P Y n ), the code used to prove the achievability part is illustrated in Fig. 7 . In contrast to the case
That is, all the sequences in Y n are dominant. See the code illustrated in Fig. 8 , which is used to prove the achievability part for this case.
In summary, for α = ∞, the conversion rates are determined by the (part of or all of) information spectrum exponents of P k X and Q n Y , and on the other hand, the information spectrum exponents are determined by the Rényi entropies (see Lemmas 9 and 11; more specifically, the infinity order cases in Theorems 4, 5, and 6 respectively correspond to (101), (103), as well as, (101) and (102)). Hence the conversion rates are determined by Rényi entropies. This is the reason why the conversion rates are expressed as functions of Rényi entropies. However, for α = 1, the conversion rates are related to the limits of information spectrums of P k X and Q n Y , and do not depend on how fast the information spectrums converge. Hence they are only functions of Rényi entropies with orders 1 and 0.
Theorems 4, 5, and 6 are illustrated in Fig. 2 .
III. SPECIAL CASE 1: RÉNYI SOURCE RESOLVABILITY
If we set P X to the Bernoulli distribution Bern ( 1 2 ), then the distribution approximation problem reduces to the source resolvability problem, i.e., simulating a memoryless source whose distribution is approximately subject to a target distribution Q Y , using a uniform random variable M n that is uniformly distributed over M n := [1 : M] with M := e n R . The rate R here is different from the R defined in Section II, and indeed it is approximately equal to the ratio of log 2 and the R in Section II with P X set to Bern( approximation to the product distribution Q n Y . In contrast to previous works on the resolvability problem [4] , [8] , here we employ the Rényi divergences
A. Asymptotics of Rényi Divergences
We consider the Rényi divergences
The asymptotic behaviors of these measures are respectively characterized in the following corollaries. These results follow from Theorems 1, 2, and 3 by setting P X = Bern(
Remark 9: This result for α ∈ [0, 2] was shown by our previous work [8] . Hence our results here for α ∈ (2, ∞] are new.
Remark 10: This result for α = 0 is related to the error exponent of lossless source coding. Define
Then according to (14) , for α = 0, the asymptotics of the normalized Rényi divergence
On the other hand, the error exponent of lossless source coding with code rate
Hence the asymptotics of the normalized Rényi divergence (45), which also can be seen as the strong converse exponent of lossless source coding) and the error exponent of lossless source coding are respectively the exponents of P R for different regimes (
. Furthermore, by large deviation theory [20] , (44)- (49) hold not only for finite alphabets, but also for countably infinite or continuous alphabets (with the counting measure replaced by the Lebesgue measure, the probability mass function Q Y replaced by the corresponding probability density function or the Radon-Nikodym derivative, and the summation replaced by the corresponding integration).
Corollary 2 (Asymptotics of
(50)
Corollary 3 (Asymptotics of
(51)
B. Rényi Source Resolvability
As shown in the theorems above, when the code rate is small, the normalized Rényi divergences
converge to a positive number; however when the code rate is large enough, the normalized Rényi divergences converge to zero. The threshold rate, named Rényi resolvability, represents the minimum rate needed to ensure the distribution induced by the code well approximates the target distribution. We characterize the Rényi resolvabilities in the following theorems. The Rényi resolvabilities for normalized divergences of all orders and the Rényi resolvabilities for unnormalized divergences of orders in [0, 1] ∪ {∞} are direct consequences of Theorems 4, 5, and 6. Hence we only need focus on the cases for unnormalized divergences of orders in (1, ∞). Furthermore, the converse parts for these cases follow from the fact the unnormalized divergences are stronger than the normalized versions. Hence we only prove the achievability parts for unnormalized divergences of orders in (1, ∞). These proofs are provided in Appendices H, I, and J, respectively.
Theorem 7 (Rényi Resolvability): For any
Remark 11: The case α = 1 and the normalized divergence (i.e., the normalized relative entropy case) was first shown by Han and Verdú [4] . The case α = 1 and the unnormalized divergence (i.e., the unnormalized relative entropy case) has been shown in other works, such as those by Hayashi [5] , [6] and Han et al. [21] . In fact, Theorem 7 is implied by our previous work on Rényi channel resolvability [8] by setting the channel to be the identity channel. 
Theorem 8 (Rényi Resolvability): For any
Remark 13: For special cases α = 1, ∞, the Rényi resolvabilities are respectively equal to 
Remark 14:
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to give an explicit operational interpretation of Rényi entropies of negative orders as Rényi resolvabilities. In [11] and [21] , Rényi entropies of negative orders were used to lower bound the probability of error for hypothesis testing.
Theorems 7, 8, and 9 are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
IV. SPECIAL CASE 2: RÉNYI INTRINSIC RANDOMNESS
If we set Q Y to the Bernoulli distribution Bern ( 1 2 ), then the distribution approximation problem reduces to the intrinsic randomness problem, which can be seen as a "dual" problem of the source resolvability problem. Consider simulating a uniform random variable M n that is uniformly distributed over M n := [1 : M] with M := e n R using a memoryless source X n ∼ P n X . The rate R here is approximately equal to log 2 times the rate R in Section II with Q Y set to Bern ( 1 2 ). Given the distribution P X , we wish to maximize the rate R such that the distribution of M n := f (X n ) forms a good approximation to the target distribution Q M n := Unif[1 : M].
A. Asymptotics of Rényi Divergences
and
The asymptotics of these measures are respectively characterized in the following corollaries. These results respectively follow from Theorems 1, 2, and 3 by setting Q Y = Bern(
Remark 15: The case α ∈ [0, 2] was shown by Hayashi and Tan [23] . Hence our results for α ∈ (2, ∞] are new.
where a(t ) and b(t ) are defined in (28) and (29) .
B. Rényi Intrinsic Randomness
As shown in the theorems above, when the rate is large, the normalized Rényi divergences
converge to a positive number; however when the rate is small enough, the normalized Rényi divergences converge to zero. The threshold rate, named Rényi intrinsic randomness, represents the maximum possible rate to satisfy that the distribution induced by a code well approximates the target uniform distribution. We characterize the Rényi intrinsic randomness in the following theorems. The Rényi intrinsic randomness for normalized divergences of all orders and the Rényi intrinsic randomness for unnormalized divergences of orders in [0, 1] ∪ {∞} are direct consequences of Theorems 4, 5, and 6. Hence we only need focus on the cases for unnormalized divergences of orders in (1, ∞). Furthermore, the converse parts for these cases follow from the fact the unnormalized divergences are stronger than the normalized versions. Hence we only prove the achievability parts. The proofs are provided in Appendices K, L, and M, respectively.
Theorem 10 (Rényi Intrinsic Randomness): For any α ∈ [0, ∞], we have Remark 17: The case α = 1 and the normalized divergence (i.e., the normalized relative entropy case) was shown in [1] . The case α = 1 and the unnormalized divergence (i.e., the unnormalized relative entropy case) was shown by Hayashi [24] . The result for the unnormalized Rényi divergence with α ∈ (0, 1) can be obtained by combining two observations: 1) the achievability for D(P Y n Q n Y ) implies the achievability for this case; 2) by Pinsker's inequality [3] , the result under the TV distance measure [1] implies the converse for α ∈ (0, 1). The case α ∈ [0, 2] was shown by Hayashi and Tan [23] . Hence our results for α ∈ (2, ∞] are new.
Theorem 11 (Rényi Intrinsic Randomness) : For any α ∈ [0, ∞], we have 
Theorems 10, 11, and 12 are illustrated in Fig. 4 .
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we studied generalized versions of random variable simulation problem or distribution approximation problem, in which the (normalized or unnormalized) standard Rényi divergence and max-or sum-Rényi divergence of orders in [0, ∞] are used to measure the level of approximation. As special cases, the source resolvability problem and the intrinsic randomness problem were studied as well.
Our results on the distribution approximation problem extend those by Han [1] and by Kumagai and Hayashi [2] , as we consider Rényi divergences with all orders in [0, ∞] instead of the TV distance or the special case with order 1 2 . Similarly, our source resolvability results extend those by Han and Verdú [4] , by Hayashi [5] , [6] , and by Yu and Tan [8] for the source resolvability case, and our intrinsic randomness results extend those by Vembu and Verdú [9] , by Han [1] , and by Hayashi and Tan [23] .
A. Open Problem
In Theorems 4, 5, and 6, we completely characterized the Rényi conversion rates only for α ∈ [0, 1] ∪ {∞}. But the cases for α ∈ (1, ∞) are still open. We believe that analogous to the case α ∈ [0, 1] ∪ {∞}, the unnormalized version of Rényi conversion rate for α ∈ (1, ∞) is also equal to the corresponding normalized version with the same α.
B. Applications
Similar to other results concerning simulation of random variables, our results can be applied to the analysis of Monte Carlo methods, randomized algorithms (or random coding), and cryptography. In the following we apply our results to information-theoretic security. To illustrate this point, we consider the Shannon cipher system with a guessing wiretapper that was studied in [25] . In the Shannon cipher system, the sender and the legitimate receiver share a secret key K n ∼ Unif 1 : e n R , and they want to communicate a source X n ∼ P n X with zero-error (using a variable-length code M n = f (X n , K n ) and X n = f −1 (M n , K n )) from the sender to the legitimate receiver through a public noiseless channel with sufficiently large capacity. However, the cryptogram M n is overheard by a wiretapper, who has a test mechanism by which s/he can identify whether any given candidate message X n is the true message. Upon the code f used by the sender and legitimate receiver and the received cryptogram M n , the wiretapper conducts an optimal sequential guessing strategy, i.e., an ordered list of guesses
corresponding to the i -th largest probability value of P X n |M n (·|m) for any given M n = m. It is obvious that such a guessing scheme based on maximizing the posterior probability minimizes the expectation or positive-order moments of the number of guesses. Let the random variable G(X n |M n ) denote the number of guesses of the wiretapper until identification of the true message. Then for ρ > 0, the ρ-th moment of G(X n |M n ) can be also expressed as
where
For ρ > 0, the guessing exponents are defined as
Merhav and Arikan [25] showed that
Now we consider a variant of this problem. Suppose the secret key K n is replaced by a memoryless source Y n ∼ P n Y . Correspondingly, denote the guessing exponents for this case as E + (P Y , ρ) and E − (P Y , ρ). Next, we apply our results to this new problem.
For the achievability part, we use Y n to simulate a key K n ∼ Q K n := Unif 1 : e n R by our simulation code
. Furthermore, for any f and any {L(m)},
On the other hand, (64) implies
Hence the guessing exponent functions are bounded as follows.
For the converse part, we use a key K n ∼ Q K n := Unif 1 : e n R to simulate a memoryless source Y n ∼ P n Y by our simulation code Y n = g(K n ). Similarly, by our Corollary 1, we obtain the following converse result.
When P X is uniform, the bounds in (68) and (69) coincide, and they reduce to the result in (64). However, in general, the bounds in (68) and (69) do not coincide. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the analysis here also applies to variants of any information-theoretic security problem in which a key (uniform random variable) is replaced with a memoryless source, as long as the objective of the problem is to minimize or maximize the some expectation.
The results derived in this paper can be also applied to the information-theoretic security problems with the information leakage measured by Rényi divergences. Recently, [25, Th. 7] has been used to establish the equivalence between the exact and ∞-Rényi common informations by the present authors. Here the ∞-Rényi common information is defined in a distributed source simulation problem with the approximation between the generated distribution and the target distribution measured by the Rényi divergence of order ∞. In [26] , Rényi divergences were used to build a bridge between Wyner's common information and the exact common information. Therefore, in consideration of the importance of Rényi divergences in connecting different simulation problems, it is significant to consider Rényi divergences as performance indicators for simulation problems, and also for informationtheoretic security problems.
APPENDIX A PRELIMINARIES FOR THE PROOFS
We use o(1) to denote generic sequences tending to zero as n → ∞. For a ∈ R, [a] + := max{a, 0} denotes positive clipping. For simplicity, in the proof part, we denote s = α − 1.
A. Lemmas
The following fundamental lemmas will be used in our proofs.
Lemma 2 [8] : 1) Assume X is a finite set. Then for any P X ∈ P (X ), one can find a sequence of types P (n)
as n → ∞. We also need the following property concerning the optimization over the set of types and conditional types.
Lemma 3 [8] : 1) Assume X is a finite set. Then for any continuous (under TV distance) function f : P (X ) → R, we have
2) Assume X , Y are finite sets. Then for any continuous function f : P (X × Y) → R and any sequence of types P (n) 
if either one of the limits above exists. We also need the following lemmas. Lemmas 4, 6, 7, and 8 follow from basic inequalities and basic properties (continuity, monotonicity, and convexity) of functions. To save space, the proofs are omitted. 
Lemma 6: 
For any a ≤ 0 and any b,
B. Information Spectrum Exponents
Since information spectrum exponents are important in our proofs of the results in this paper, they will be introduced in the following. Furthermore, as fundamental information-theoretic quantities, investigating information spectrum exponents are of independent interest.
For a general distribution P X n , define
. Now consider a product distribution P n X with P X defined on a finite set X . Define the information spectrum exponents (or entropy spectrum exponents) for distribution P X as
Or simply, define the information spectrum exponent for distribution P X as
Since for each j ≥ 0, either E P X (j ) or E P X (j ) can be positive (the other one must be zero), the exponent E P X (j ) contains all the information about the exponent pair E P X (j ), E P X (j ) . Moreover, the inverse functions of E P X (j ) and
Then we have the following lemmas. Observe that if P X is uniform, then E P X (j ) = +∞ for all j . Hence, in the following, we exclude this trivial case.
Lemma 9 (Information Spectrum Exponents): Assume P X is not uniform. For j > H ∞ (P X ),
and for
Moreover, E P X (j ),
, and E −1 P X (ω) are continuous on the intervals mentioned above.
Remark 20: We can use E P X (j ),
(1− θ) as follows:
where the first two equalities follow from the definitions of E P X (j ) and E P X (j ), and the last two follow since
and similarly for F
(1 − θ). Lemma 9 follows by large deviation theory [20] , and it holds not only for finite alphabets, but also for countably infinite or continuous alphabets (with the probability mass function P X replaced by the corresponding probability density function or the Radon-Nikodym derivative and the summation replaced by the corresponding integration). Note
is the logarithmic moment generating function respect to the self-information (or self-entropy) − log P X (x), and (84) and (86) 
Note that in (83) and (85), the minima are attained by the α-tilted distributions P (α)
with α satisfying
can be seen as a dominant "asymptotic type". We have the following lemma.
Lemma 10: E P X (j ) can be expressed as the following parametric representation with
Specialized to the case α = 0, it reduces to that
The information spectrum limit
and the information spectrum exponent E P X (j ) are illustrated in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 . Illustrations of the information spectrum limit and exponent. Note that in the bottom subfigure, the left (resp. right) endpoint of the information spectrum exponent E P X (j ) should be strictly lower than the line E = j if there are multiple maximum (resp. minimum) probability values in P X . (a) The information spectrum limit. (b) The information spectrum exponent.
Lemma 11 (Comparison of Exponents): Assume both P X and Q Y are not uniform. Then we have
Furthermore, the equivalence in (102) can be divided into the following two parts:
In addition, the equivalences in (101)-(104) also hold if all the "<" are replaced with "≤". Proof: Here we only provide a proof for the equivalence in (103). Other equivalences can be proven similarly.
Proof of "⇐": Observe that the RHS of (103) implies
Hence we have
Observe that − t R H 1−t (P X ) + tj is concave in t (which can be shown by a similar proof to that of [8, Lemma 7] , or directly by [20, Lemma 2.2.31] since t H 1−t (P X ) = log E e −t log P X (x) is the logarithmic moment generating function respect to the self-information − log P X (x)), and
Hence
which, by Lemma 9, implies the LHS of (103).
Proof of "⇒": The LHS of (103) implies for j ∈
, the maximum in the RHS of (110) is attained at g −1 (j ) which is a value t satisfying j = g(t) :=
runs from 0 to t 0 , where t 0 is the solution to
That is, for t ∈ [0, t 0 ], 
Hence combining with the assumption R <
Moreover, we also have that tangent lines of
. Then by the analysis above, for such j , t , we have
Hence for t ∈ [t 0 , 1], (114) also holds. For a distribution P X , define the information spectrum exponent for an interval [j 1 , j 2 ) as
Lemma 12 (Information Spectrum Exponent for an Interval):
Assume P X is not uniform. Then for j 1 < j 2 , we have
Lemma 12 follows directly from Lemma 9, and hence the proof is omitted.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In the following, we only consider the case of R = 1. For the general case, we can obtain the result by setting Q Y to the product distribution Q R Y , if R is an integer; otherwise, set P X to P 
Achievability: Assume g : P (n) (X ) → P (n) (Y) is a function that maps n-types on X to n-types on Y. A code f induced by g is obtained by mapping the sequences in T T X to the sequences in T g(T X ) as uniformly as possible for all T X ∈ P (n) (X ). That is, f maps
# T T X / T g(T X ) $ or % T T X / T g(T X )
& sequences in T T X to each sequence in T g(T X ) . For this code f , and for
and (122) follows from the construction of the code f . Observe that
:= 2e
Hence we have (127)-(133) (given on page 3365), where in (128), the sum operation
(·) 1+s since by the fact that the number of n-types T X is polynomial in n, we have
and (130) also follows from the fact that the number of n-types T X (or T Y ) is polynomial in n.
For each T X , choose g(T X ) as the T Y that minimizes the expression in (133). Then we obtain lim sup
where (137) follows from Lemma 3, the swapping of min and max in (139) follows from the fact that the objective function is convex and concave in P Y and t respectively, P Y resides in a compact, convex set (the probability simplex) and t resides in a convex set [0, 1] (Sion's minimax theorem [28] ); and (140) and (141) follow from Lemma 8.
For α = 1 + s ∈ (0, 1), similar to (133), we can show that
For each T X , choose g(T X ) as the T Y that maximizes the expression in (142). Then similarly we obtain that lim sup
where (144) follows from Lemma 3 (Note that here s < 0). Converse: Consider an optimal function f :
|Y| , by the pigeonhole principle, we have that for every T X , there exists a type T Y = g(T X ) such that at least
we have
For s > 0, we have (148)-(152) (given on page 3366). By Lemma 7,
Therefore, we have (155)- (158) 
≥ min
where (161) follows from the derivations in (143)-(147).
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Similar to the proof in Appendix B, we only prove the case of R = 1.
Achievability: By the equality
has been proven in Theorem 1, so here we only need to consider the case α > 1. We consider the following mapping. For each T X , par- (162)- (170) (given on page 3368), where (168) follows from the fact that the number of n-types T X is polynomial in n. Therefore,
Since δ > 0 is arbitrary,
Converse: For s > 0, we have (177)-(180) (given on page 3368). Observe that
.
= e n H(T Y ) − max
= e n H(T Y ) − e n(H (T
Hence by Lemma 7 with the identifications
Since δ > 0 is arbitrary, letting δ → 0 we have
where (197) follows from the derivation (172)-(176).
APPENDIX D PROOF OF THEOREM 3
In the following, we only prove the case of R = 1. In addition, we only prove the case α = 1 + s > 1. Other cases can be proven by similar proof techniques.
Achievability: Given two type-to-type functions g 1 :
we consider a mapping g that maps a set {T X } of n-types on X to the
a T X * , and for each T Y ∈ g({T X }), map the sequences in each subset to the sequences in the set T T Y as uniformly as possible:
(for subsets with size
= max
For this code, and for α = 1 + s > 1, analogous to (132), we can prove that
and analogous to (169), we can prove that
≤ max
Choose the function g 1 (T X ) as the function g(T X ) given in Appendix B. Then as shown in Appendix B, we have
and at the same time minimizes
Substituting g 1 (T X ) and g 2 (T Y ) into (202), we obtain (205)-(206) (given on page 3370).
where (210) and (211) follow since, on one hand,
; and on the other hand, by setting Converse: By the converse part of Theorem 1, we have lim inf
lim sup
= max max
For s > 0, we have (220)-(223) (given on page 3371). Same as (184) and (189), we have
Furthermore, A can be lower bounded as follows.
A ≥ N min
Hence by Lemma 7, we have
On the other hand,
Combining (235) and (242), we have
≥ max
Since δ > 0 is arbitrary and all the functions involved in (246) are continuous, letting n → ∞ and δ → 0, we have (247)-(250) (given on page 3372), where P X , P Y and P X , P Y are respectively defined in (207) and (209) (recall the equation (210)).
APPENDIX E PROOF OF THEOREM 4
The equality in (32) follows from Theorem 1. For (33), the case α = 0 can be proven easily. The converse parts for the cases α ∈ (0, 1] ∪ {∞} follow from (32). The achievability parts for α ∈ {1, ∞} follow from (35). The achievability parts for α ∈ (0, 1) are implied by the achievability part for α = 1, since the conversion rates for these cases are all equal to
. Hence here we only need to prove (35).
Define
Use Mapping 1 given in Appendix I-E to map the sequences in X k to the sequences in A, where the distributions P X and Q Y are respectively replaced by
. This code is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Hence the following properties hold:
where j is the index of y n , and denote j term. We have (259)-(263) (given on page 3373), where B j denotes the set of x n that are mapped to y n j , (261) follows
for all x n that are mapped to y n , and (262) follows since
Next we prove
Based on the notations defined in Appendix A-B, and using Lemma 9, we have
then lim sup
This completes the proof for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. For other s, it can be proven similarly (by other inequalities in Lemma 6).
APPENDIX F PROOF OF THEOREM 5
The equality in (36) follows from Theorem 2. For (37), the case α = 0 can be proven easily. The cases α ∈ (0, 1] ∪ {∞} follow by showing the achievability parts for α = 1 and α = ∞. Next we prove these.
Here we assume that both P X and Q Y are not uniform. The cases that P X is uniform or Q Y is uniform will be proven in Theorems 8 and 11, respectively.
Achievability part for α = 1: Define
Here δ > 0 is a number such that
We consider the following mapping.
1) Map the sequences in A c to the sequences in B c such that for each y n ∈ B c , there exists at least one x n ∈ A c mapped to it. This is feasible since lim inf
i.e., |A c | > |B c | for sufficiently large n. 2) Use Mapping 1 given in Appendix I-E to map the sequences in A to the sequences in B, where the distributions P X and Q Y are respectively replaced by
. Observe that
for x k ∈ A, y n ∈ B and sufficiently large n. Hence by the property of Mapping 1, for m ∈ [1 : |B|],
). By the asymptotic equipartition property [29] , we know that this step can be roughly considered as mapping a uniform distribution (with a larger alphabet) to another one (with a smaller alphabet). For this code, and for sufficiently large n, we have
where (295) follows from
Achievability part for α = ∞: Partition X k into four parts:
. Partition Y n into two parts:
Consider the following code. This code is illustrated in Fig. 7 . 1) Map the sequences in A 1 ∪ A 4 to those in Y n in any way. 2) Use Mapping 1 given in Appendix I-E to map the sequences in A 2 to the sequences in B 1 . 3) Use Mapping 2 given in Appendix I-E to map the sequences in A 3 to the sequences in B 2 . Assume
By Lemma 11, we have
We first prove log max y n ∈B 1 Define
. To prove log max j ∈B 1
. Define
where (312) follows from Lemma 12. Similarly,
Observe that by Lemma 9, E Q Y (j ) is continuous. Hence (307) implies that there exists some > 0 such that for any j ∈ J 2 ,
i.e., lim sup
or equivalently,
Since
On the other hand, by choosing δ > 0 small enough,
Combining (317) and (318) gives us that for some > 0, 
Hence log max y n ∈B 1
Hence for sufficiently large n, it holds that
which implies that by Mapping 2,
By the equality
, the case α ∈ (0, 1) has been proven in Theorem 4. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that the mapping used to prove for case α = 0 in Theorem 4 also satisfies D 0 (Q n Y P Y n ) → 0. So this proves the case α = 0. The case α = 1 can be proven by a proof similar to that in Appendix F. In the following, we consider the case α = ∞.
We first prove the following bounds for the normalized and unnormalized Rényi conversion rates for general simulation problem (the seed and target distributions are not limited to product distributions). For general distributions P X n and Q Y n , we use P X n to approximate Q Y n . Define
similarly. Then we have the following bounds. Lemma 13:
Remark 21: The upper bound can be rewritten as Fig. 8 . Illustration of the code used to prove the achievability for α = ∞ in Theorem 6 (or Lemma 13) by using information spectrum exponents.
and the lower bound can be further lower bounded by
Similar expressions for bounds on the conversion rate under the TV distance measure can be found in [30] . Remark 22: By similar proofs, one can show a better upper bound and a better lower bound for the unnormalized Rényi conversion rate.
Proof:
> 0, then there exists a sufficiently small > 0 and a sufficiently large K such that
Use Mapping 1 given in Appendix I-E to map the sequences in X k to the sequences in Y n , where the distributions P X and Q Y are respectively replaced by P X k and Q Y n . That is, for each i ∈ [1 :
. This code is illustrated in Fig. 8 .
Hence for each j ∈ [1 :
. By the assumption, we have
→ 0. Therefore, we have
Converse (Upper Bound): By Lemma 1,
Therefore,
Observe that Y n is a function of X n . By [30, Lemma 3.5] we have
Therefore, combining this with (347) gives lim sup
On the other hand, (347) also implies 
Since > 0 can be arbitrarily small, ≤ 0 respec- 
lim sup n→∞ 1 n log sup 
Therefore, (370) always holds. Observe that F 
Hence if
then (386) converges to zero. On the other hand, 
where the last line follows since Q n Y (A c ) → 0 as n → ∞.
APPENDIX K PROOF OF THEOREM 10
Sort the sequences in |X | n as x n 1 , x n 2 , . . . , x n |X | n such that P n X (x n 1 ) ≥ P n X (x n 2 ) ≥ . . . ≥ P n X (x n |X | n ). Use Mapping 2 given in Appendix I-E to map the sequences in X n to the numbers in M, where the distributions P X and Q Y are respectively replaced by P 
where ( Similarly, for 1 ≤ s ≤ 2, 
Therefore, no matter for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 1 ≤ s ≤ 2, or s ≥ 2,
APPENDIX L PROOF OF THEOREM 11
We consider the following mapping. 4 for some > 0 such that R + δ < (1 − ) H (P X ), and
By the fact that P n X (T n ) → 1 at least exponentially fast as n → ∞, we have that for
R+δ < H (P X ), D ∞ (Q M n P M n ) → 0 at least exponentially fast as n → ∞. Since δ > 0 is arbitrary, we have for R < H (P X ), D ∞ (Q M n P M n ) → 0 at least exponentially fast as n → ∞.
APPENDIX M PROOF OF THEOREM 12
Consider the mapping given in Appendix L. For α ∈ [1, ∞), we have 
